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Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Area: 650 m2 Type: House
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Nestled within the prestigious embrace of 6 Palm Drive, Cannonvale, this architectural masterpiece is not just a

residence; it's a canvas where luxury meets the whim of nature. With an exclusive northeast orientation, this home

orchestrates a visual symphony of stunning sunrises, each dawn painted across the horizon, untouched by the western

sun's descent.Step into a realm where space and design intertwine seamlessly. This five-bedroom haven spans four levels,

each unveiling a new facet of luxurious living. The ground floor unveils a spacious garage, setting the stage for what lies

above.Ascend to the second level, a retreat within a retreat featuring a self-contained unit. Whether hosting guests,

conducting business, or seeking rental income, this level seamlessly adapts to your family or lifestyle needs.Journey to the

third level, where life unfolds in an open-plan design. The kitchen, lounge, and dining areas intertwine, leading gracefully

to an expansive balcony - a perfect stage for entertaining, seamlessly blending the outdoors with your living space.

Imagine hosting gatherings on this unique balcony, where panoramic views complement the captivating

conversations.But that's not all - this home boasts an added luxury: a lift servicing all three levels, ensuring convenience

and accessibility for all residents and guests.The crescendo awaits on the upper level, a sanctuary of dreams. The master

suite, adorned with an ensuite and walk-in robe, is joined by three additional bedrooms, a spacious study boasting

picturesque water views, and a laundry room that adds convenience to luxury.This home is not just a residence; it's a

testament to modern design and concrete craftsmanship. A sustainable 13kW solar system ensures your footprint is light,

while carefully landscaped gardens and a sheltered courtyard provide a sanctuary within.Tucked away in a quiet

cul-de-sac, 6 Palm Drive offers a retreat just moments from the heartbeat of Airlie Beach town centre and the lively Coral

Sea Marina. Here, convenience marries tranquillity, creating an ideal backdrop for coastal living.Whether you seek a

family sanctuary, a space for lavish entertaining, or a potential income stream from the self-contained unit, 6 Palm Drive

awaits.This is not just a home; it's an ode to coastal living, an invitation to immerse yourself in unparalleled charm.Don't

just read about it - experience it. Schedule your private viewing and let the story of 6 Palm Drive, Cannonvale, unfold

before your eyes.


